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COMPACT WAVEGUIDE-TYPE CAVITY INPUT COUPLERS&
FOR SHIELDING CERAMIC WINDOW AND

BALANCED APERTURE FIELDS

Y. Kang, Argonne NationalLaboratory,Argonne,IL, U.S.A.

Abstract

For high-power operation of charged particle rf
accelerators, the input coupler windows must withstand
enormous stresses due to charging induced by the high-
energy charged particle beam passing by and high rf
power passing through. Simx most couplers use a single
coupling aperture, harmfid asymmetrical rf kick on the
beam at the coupler-cavity interface exists. If this
problem is solved by dual cxmpIing, the size of the
structure becomes a problem. The almve problems are
considered common to both normal conducting and
superconducting rf accelerators. In superconducting
structures, since the frequency of operation is usually
around 1 GHz, compactness of the coupler is also a great
concern for the cryostat design. Two new waveguide
coupler designs that may solve the above-mentioned
problems are discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

\ Various input couplers have been used in accelerating
cavity structures of existing accelerator i%cilities. The
couplers are under extreme stresses since the accelerators
always demand the highest field gradient possible with
near maximum input power. Coaxial couplers are known
to be more reliable than the waveguide types in terms of
power handling and multipacting. They have been tested
and used in Tesla Test Facility (TTF) for high peak
power [1] at DESY. Coaxial couplers lately developed at
the KEKB [2] and APT projects [3] can handle very high
rf power. However, the complexity and cost in
construction are higher than the waveguide type. For
large-scale linear collider applications, technical and
financial concerns constrain high-performance, low-cost
input coupler development. For superconducting cavity
input couplers, one more constraint on the coupler design
is their size. Expensive cryomodules usually do not
prefti bulky waveguide structure for the dual input
coupler that is desired for balanced fding for minimum
distorted field on the beam.

A design of single input waveguide coupler has been
used at CEBAF in Jefferson Lab successfully. Dual input
S-band waveguide couplers have been deveioped [4]. The
balanced dual input coupler designs have improved beam
properties. Waveguide couplers are considered to have
lower loss and better mechanical stability, compared to
the coaxial couplers. However, the more important

fiwtors fir designing the cavity coupler are to have
symmetrical fields and ceramic windows that are
shielded from direct exposure to the beam.

For blocking the illumination on the ceramic by the
beam, some waveguide cavity coupler designs employ
“chicane” or vvaveWide bends [1]. These approaches
may work for rf coupling but the desired simplicity is not
achieved. And the symmetrical fag for balanced field
is still a goal to achieve.

2 INPUT COUPLER DESIGNS

Two new waveguide-type input coupler designs are
discussed. The designs aim for compactness with
symmetrical fields and window protection. They are
considered relatively simple to construct and
mechanically stable. Near-perfect symmetrical fding is
considered possible without using bulky waveguide
power splitter. The coupler structures use evanescent
waves at the end of the f~ waveguide. The beam-pipe
area is physically excluded from the feeding waveguide
structure.
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Fig. 1: Half structure of waveguide cavity input coupler
with dud siots on the beam pipe. Coupling slots are on
the beam pipe.

2.1 Coupling through Beam P@e

Most superconducting cavities use couplers having a
coupling aperture on the beam pipe. The proposed
coupler structure is shown in Fig. 1. In this case a low-
beta (j3=0.61) superconducting single-cell cavity for 805
MHz is used. The two slots are placed in a beam pipe
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~betrically close to the wall of the cavity cell. The two
slots are separated by a part of the beam pipe at the
waveguide center so the metal part blocks the direct
illumination of the window by the beam. The metal part
between the slots in the waveguide may be considered as
an inductive post or divider for two narrow waveguides
connected in parallel for the dominant TEO1mode. Each
narrow waveguide would have much higher cuttoff
frequency. However, it is considered that coupling
through the evanescent mode is still possible, because the
slots are located only a short distance from the main
waveguide.

2.2 Cavity Si&wall Coupling

A design similar to the previous one is discussed in
this section. The tweslot configuration shown in the
previous design can be modified to have magnetic
coupling directly to the end cell of the cavity through the
side-wall, as shown in Fig. 2. Here, a standard S-band
disk-loaded cavity is shown. The slots are placed
symmetrically with respect to the beam pipe. However,
since the coupling is made through the end-wall of a cell,
the waveguide must be attached close to the cavity cell to
make the wall thickness relatively thin. If this approach
is used with a bell-shaped cell (shown in Fig. 1), the
waveguide cross section will not be rectangular at the
end of the waveguide nor in the two narrow end sections.
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Fig. 2. Half structure of wave~ide cavity input couplers
with dual slots for a threecell S-band structure.
Coupling slots are on the wall of the end cavities.

3 SIMULATION

The coupler structures are simulated using Agilent
HFSS code to see the rf properties. Figure 3 shows the
electric and magnetic fields at around the input coupling
dots of the structure shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that
the fields are fairly uniform at the aperture although
higher magnetic field exists at the metal part separating
the slots in the middle of the waveguide. Excitation of

the accelerating mode field inside the cavities was
contirmed in the both designs.
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Fig. 3. Electric and magnetic fields
waveguide and at the coupler aperture.

4 CONCLUSION
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in the fked

Two relatively simple waveguide input coupler designs
for accelerating cavities are proposed. They seem to
shield the ceramic windows from illumination by the
beam and to excite a balanced field at the coupling
apertures while keeping the overall coupler size small.
Along with the above advantages, the two designs are
considered cost efficient. For realization of high-
performance, high-power couplers using the above
designs, fhrther investigations are needed through more
simulations and prototyping efforts.
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Internally Oxidized Ag/1.2 at.% Mg ~~
Sheaths for Bi-2223 Tapes

I

B. C. Prorok, J.-H. Park, K. C. Goretta, R. E. Koritala, U. Balachandran, and M. J. McNallan

Abstract—Bi-2223 tapes sheathed in dispersion-hardened
Ag alloys that contain Mg have not generally achieved
superconducting properties comparable to those of tapes
sheathed in pure Ag. Factors involved in the internal oxidation
process, such as oxygen diffusion and evolution of the grain
structure of the sheath, appear to affect phase development o f
the Bi-2223 superconductor. Ag and Ag/1.2 at.% Mg sheaths,
and alloy /Bi-2223 composite tapes, have been prepared and
heat treated. Thermal processing procedures were optimized
with respect to the diffusion of oxygen and strength profiles o f
the sheaths.

Index Terms-Ag alloy, wire, tape, mechanical properties

lNTRODUCTION

To obtain sufficient electrical petiormance in high magnetic
fields, high-temperature superconductor composite wires and
tapes sheathed in Ag alloys must exhibit substantial
tolerance to stress and strain. Dispersion hardening of Ag
alloy sheaths through internal oxidation of reactive solute
species can substantially improve strength [1]-[6]. Improved
strain tolerances have been reported for Bi-2223 tapes with
hardened sheaths, but the electrical performance of these
composite conductors was degraded because of reduced phase
purity of the superconducting core [5]-[8].

Mg is most often selected as the solute species in Ag
because its elemental and oxide forms are relatively inert with
respect to Bi-2212 and Bi-2223 superconductors [1],[9]. Use
of an alloyed Ag sheath in place of a pure Ag sheath would
likely lead to a shift in the O exchange between the treatment
environment and superconducting phase during the internal
oxidation process [10]-[12]. As has been shown in many
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studies [13]-[16], there is only a narrow window of
processing conditions, such as -02 partial pressure and
temperature, in which a nearly pure Bi-2223 phase can be
synthesized. Although studies of the process variables
involved in internally oxidizing Ag/Mg alloys have been
presented [10]-[12], heat treatment procedures for Ag/Mg-
sheathed high-temperature Bi-2223 superconductors have yet
to be optimized. Efkcts of heat treatment time and
temperature in an atmosphere of 8% 02/N2 are presented, and
an optimal schedule for maximizing the sheath hardening and
O transport is identified.

EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES

Square coupons (S0.5 g and 0.5 mm thick) of Agll.2 at.%
Mg were prepared from cold-rolled sheets.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed in a
flowing atmosphere of 8’Yto 02/N2 at 450-835”C. The
oxidation front was tracked by quenching samples at a
designated time and then observing grain structure by
sectioning, polishing, etching, and examining the resultant
specimens by optical microscopy and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). The etchant was one part H202 (3°/0

soiution), one part ~OH, and one part H20.
Specimens for transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

were prepared in a vertical single-jet polisher, in which a
solution of 430 mL of ethyl alcohol, 50 mL of perchlonc
acid, and 30 mL of butyl cellosolve was used. The potential
was 260 V and the temperature was –30”C. The polish was
not completely uniform because of inhomogeneities in the
specimen. To determine mechanical properties, cross-
sectional microhardness profiles were. obtained with a Knoop
indentoq a load of 10 g was applied for 10s.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Kinetics and Microstructural Features

Fig. 1 is a plot of TGA data for the Ag/Mg alloy that was
heat-treated at various temperatures in flowing W/o 02/N2.
Samples treated at 500, 700, and 825°C wem taken to their
maximum O saturation limits. The maximum O saturation
in the alloy decreased with increasing temperature. The
lattice of Ag, and those of most metals, can support a higher
concentration of O with increasing temperature [17]-[20].
Weight gains, as shown in Fig. 1, area clear indication of an
internal oxidation process that involves the retention of O
atoms around the solute species (Fig. 2) [21].

Oxygen difksion rates in the AgMg alloy ate
approximately identical to those in pure Ag; this equality can
be demonstrated by applying Wagner’s model of internal
oxidation [11],[ 12]. Instead of simply examining apparent
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diffusion coefficients, the concentration of Mg and the
soiubility of O in the AgMg must be considered. One can
then calculate a volubility product (kP) in AgMg, which can
be directly compared with a diffhsion coefficient in Ag
(Fig. 3). The question is why O fixation in the AgMg takes
50-400 times longer, depending on temperature, to penetrate
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Fig.1.WeightgainVS,temperaturefor Ag-Mgalloytreatedin 8% 02/N2 at
various temperatures.
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Fig.2. Two-dimensional schematic representation of smal[est and larger
Mg-O clusters in an Ag lattice; gray circles= Ag, wavy circles= Mg,open
circles = O in cluster, and black circles = O dissolved in Ag.
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Fig. 3. Diffusion coefficients (D) for O in Ag (tilled circles), apparent
diffision coefficients measured for O in AgMg (open circles), and
calculated kp values for O uptake in AgMg(filled triangles);agreement
between calculation and measurements is excellent.

through the alloy than through pure Ag. The extra time, and
hence additional uptake of O, is the result of Mg atoms
trapping superstoichiometric amounts of O, thus slowing the
penetration rate of the oxidation front [ 11,12].

Fig. 4 shows a composite photomicrograph that illustrates
differences in grain size obtained at various oxidation
temperatures for the Ag/Mg alloy annealed in 8% 02/N2.
Based on the assumption that the samples were initially
uniformly cold-worked, several conclusions can be drawn.
Recrystallization without appreciable grain growth occumed at
450 and 500”C. At higher temperatures, however, grain
growth did not continue uniformly throughout the specimen.
Annealing temperatures of 600, 700, and 825°C induced
regions of notably differing grain size. Specimens annealed at
these temperatures contained zones of fine grains dwectly
beneath the surface, whereas in the interior, recrystallization
and grain growth proceeded normally. In the fme-grained
zones, O had an opportunity to dlflhse into the sample,
combine with Mg atoms to form Mg-O clusters, and impede
grain growth.

At some temperature between 500 and 600”C, the
dominance of grain growth over internal oxidation in
controlling microstructure was established, which can be
inferred because the size of the fine-grained zone decreased
with increasing temperature. These trends resulted tim
different temperature-dependent rates for the processes of
internal oxidation and grain growth. As temperature
increased, grain growth occurred more and more rapidly in

Fig. 4. SEM photomicrographs of AgMg treated in 8% OZ/NZ at various
temperatures, showing oxidation fronts and regions of grain growth.



the interior, before O had an opportunity to diffuse a
significant distance within the sample and restrict grain
growth through formation of Mg-O clusters. The result was a
shrinkage of the fine-grained region with increasing
temperature.

TEM revealed the formation of 10–30 nm Mg-O clusters
that were uniformly distributed (Fig. 5). This size agrees well
with what has been predicted for Mg-O clusters [13]. In
Fig. 5, each dark-appearing cluster was surrounded by a gray
layer, which represents the strain field that a coherent cluster
should induce. The clusters appeared to form in doublets.
Such apparent doubling can occur if the cluster is oriented
such that the Bragg equation is satisfied by a strain misfit
vector that is identical to the diffraction vector. If so, the
planes through the centers of the clusters exhibit no misfit
with respect to the matrix, which results in no contrast [22].

B. Proper~ Characterization

Fig. 6 is a microhardness profile across the thickness of a
specimen in which the internal oxidation process was
terminated by air-quenching. The oxidation front penetrated
=140 ~m into the specimen, In this oxygenated region, the
Knoop hardness was =160 MPa. Immediately ahead of the
oxidation fi-ont, the hardness dropped abruptly to =40 MPa,
which agrees weil with the annealed hardness of pure Ag [23].
The hardness of the oxidized region is as much as four to”five
times higher. The presence of O caused an increase in lattice
strain, from both ffee interstitial O and O associated with the
Mg solute; the result was significant obstruction cf
dislocation motion [22], [23].

A point of interest in Fig. 6 is the peak in hardness, which
appears to trail just behind the oxidation front. This peak was
observed in every quenched sampIe that was studied. This
region of increased hardness is attributed to the presence of
Mg-O clusters that had not yet reached their equilibrium size.
Thus, relatively more, freer clusters were more effective in
hardening than fewer, larger clusters. This peak in hardness
could have been predicted flom the weight-gain data in
Fig. 1; after each specimen attained a maximum O saturation,
weight loss, i.e., O release, followed until equilibrium was
reached through formation of clusters of a stable size [12].

A fiOOD hardness-vs.-hardness Dlot was constructed fi’om
the base-li~e hardness values of sp~cimens heat-treated at the
various temperatures (Fig. 7). For this plot, a two-step heat
treatment was used. Each specimen was fmt saturated with O
in the 8% 02/N2 mixture at a given temperature, and then the
specimen was heated at 825°C for 50 h, as would be typical
for a sheathed Bi-2223 superconductor [12], [16]. Hardness
increased with inhial annealing temperature to a peak value at
600°C, and then decreased with tier increases in
temperature. The hardness trend from 600 to 825°C agrees
well with hardness data published for an Ag-Mg aJloy of
slightly higher Mg content (1.3 at.O/O)[24]. These trends
indicate that a certain cluster size and distribution provide
maximum obstruction to dislocation motion.

The drhhg fome for diflission into the AgMg is
proportional to the square root of the oxygen partial pressure.
Thus, to enhance kinetics, if one’s fi,anace allows, one can
accomplish O saturation at 600°C in pure 02 [12]. The
atmosphere can then be switched to 8°/0 02/N2 during heating
to 825°C.

The kinetic, microstructural, and hardness data can be
combined to create an optimal heat-treatment scheduIe, by
which appreciable sheath hardening can be accomplished
without substantially affecting the phase purity of the Bi-2223
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Fig. 5. TEM photomicrograph of AgMg specimen annealed at 825”C,
showing Mg-O clusters: inset is electron diffraction pattern.



superconductor. The maximum hardness was obtained at an
oxidation tempemture of 600”C. Thus, a composite tape tf
wire of average sheath cart fwst be annealed in 02 at =600°C
to harden the sheath. This temperature is sutllciently low to
minimize O loss fi-om the precursor components that will
form the Bi-2223 superconducting phase during subsequent
heat treatment [15]. Upon hardening the sheath, the
composite cart undergo normal annealing procedures in
8Y002/N2 for Bi-2223 phase formation, sintering, and
oxygenation of the superconducting phase [13],[15].

Composite tapes obtained tlom Intermagnetics General
Corporation [25], fabricated with Ag/Mg sheaths, have been
annealed by the procedures described above. Preliminary
critical-current results at 77 K indicate that these tapes yield
nearly identical transport critical current as those fabricated
with pure Ag sheaths. Further experiments are needed to
confm this finding and to determine the efkts of sheath
hardness on stress and strain tolerance.

CONCLUSIONS

Study ?f the internal oxidation process of an Agll.2 at.%
Mg alloy and Bi-2223 literature allows several conclusions
pertinent to the processing of high-temperature-
superconducting composite wires and tapes.

(1) Internal oxidation at low temperature (<600°C) is likely
to precipitation-harden the sheath without the consumption of
O fi-om the core components that will form the
superconducting phase.

(2) Afier complete internal oxidation, penetration of O
through the alloy returns to a relationship with time identical
to that of pure Ag. TM relationship should allow for the
normal oxygenation of the superconductor.

(3) Maximum sheath hardness is obtained with initial
oxidation at 600”C, with ‘iinther heat treatment at 825°C fhr
periods of 50 h, which are ideal conditions for forming the
superconducting phase.

(4) An ideal thermal treatment procedure can be designed.
Such a procedure would involve first heating to =600°C in
8Y002/N2 or pure 02; second, a dwell at =600°C to
completely internally oxidize the sheath; and third, heating in
8’X002/N2to =825°C for 250 h, followed by controlled
cooling to room temperature.
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